e-hallpass for School Security

**e-hallpass provides student tracking and hall monitoring**
Any school staff with device access can easily track and monitor students in the halls.

**“This tool provides an electronic footprint that increases security and ease of mobility throughout the school that ensures students sign in at their designated destination.”**
— Media Specialist | Silver Lakes Middle School | North Lauderdale, FL

**Supports “Safe School” initiatives**
Increases student accountability, minimizing aimless hall traffic
Provides useful data on student hall pass use for a given time period

**“Monitoring students, especially at the high school level, has become a priority. With an administrative and/or security interface, everyone will be aware of who is legitimately out of class.”**
— Teacher | Charles W. Flanagan High School | Pembroke Pines, FL

**“This product can really help school security by nailing down the issues that often occur when students are unsupervised in restrooms, hallways, etc.”**
— Teacher | Sheridan Technical High School | Fort Lauderdale, FL

**Promotes more efficient emergency management**
Enables faculty to locate students’ last known whereabouts and probable destinations

**“Control of hallways is critical to the safety of schools and students. This product can be used to monitor individual students’ movement throughout the school. It allows schools to notice patterns of student hall activity.”**
— Teacher | Lauderdale Lakes Middle School | Fort Lauderdale, FL

**Provides insights into potentially problematic behavior**
Teacher is alerted when students don’t check in at their expected destination
Notification and activity history help to determine whether students are abusing pass privileges

**“I would recommend this product because schools are constantly using passes that are either being stolen by students or just being abused. This system enables faculty, staff and administrators to see which students are frequent pass abusers, which will limit students in the hallways.”**
— Teacher | Coral Glades High School | Coral Springs, FL

**“Identifies chronic misuse of requests for leaving the classroom.”**
— Instructional Specialist | Innovative Learning & Arts | Broward County Schools

**Flags student hall pass outliers**
With e-hallpass, teachers can prevent certain students from being in the halls simultaneously or at specific times

**“e-hallpass fosters safety and student accountability. As a private school, we value the fact that our rigorous curriculum demands that students are in class and working. This will help us ensure this.”**
— Teacher | Nova Southeastern University School | Fort Lauderdale, FL

“Students are extremely creative and sometimes very clever in covering up their purposes for being out of the area. This product would eliminate the need for extra security and the dangers involved with being in the wrong place at the wrong time.”
— Educator | Margaret Middle School | Margate, FL

Get started today! Visit e-hallpass.com to watch an introductory video, or contact us to schedule your own live online demo. Toll free: 855-EDUSPIRE